
MAINTENANCE  
& RESTORATION
OF POROUS PAVEMENT SURFACES



Porous surfaces have been growing at a double digit rate the last several years as a 
Best Management Practice (BMP) to deal with storm water runoff. They have been 
proven to be an effective tool to reduce the quantity of water and accompanying pollut-
ants that is directed untreated to our waterways. However, major questions concerning 
the maintenance of these surfaces have risen as a result of the growth.

Elgin Sweeper Company has been participating in research programs with major 
universities and municipalities across the U.S. in order to get a better understanding of 
the maintenance requirements. The purpose of this paper is to give the reader a better 
understanding of the role of street sweepers in this application.
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POROUS PAVEMENT

Surfaces where the water seeps direct-
ly through the material pore structure. 
This type of surface can be made of 
concrete, asphalt, crumbled tire rubber 
and other materials.

Surfaces where the water seeps through pervi-
ous gaps between non-pervious blocks.  This 
category is commonly referred to as interlocking 
blocks that are generally made of concrete. The 
gaps between the blocks are filled with a gran-
ular material that serves to maintain the relative 
position of the blocks and allow water to seep 
through.

POROUS SURFACES CAN BE DIVIDED 
INTO TWO BROAD CATEGORIES:
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Porous surfaces can be thought of as a rigid, load bearing area with an 
internal structure similar to open cell foam. When water comes in contact 
with the upper surface, it flows immediately through the surface to the 
engineered volume under it.
The interlocking blocks are placed on an engineered surface where their 
spacing is precisely controlled. The gap between the blocks, where the 
water flows, can vary from 1/8” on the edges to 1” square in the corners 
to other proprietary shapes. The size of the gap will have a relationship to 
the tendency to plug.
Several studies have shown that either surface type will plug, to varying 
degrees, with silt, fine clay, cement derivatives, and decomposed plant 
material. In addition, most studies have shown that on non-traffic areas 
the plugging is limited to the top half inch or less of the surface.
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MAINTENANCE :
Routine debris removal primarily 
for aesthetic purposes.

RESTORATION: 
Deep cleaning to restore percola-
tion on plugged surfaces. 

THE CARE OF THESE SURFACES IS  
DIVIDED INTO TWO ACTIVITIES

ENGINEERING 
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ENGINEERING 
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HOW LONG WILL  
THE SURFACE LAST? 

A frequently asked question is “How long will the surface last 
before restoration is required?” It is dependent on the composi-
tion of the surrounding soil and the care that landscaping activi-
ties exhibit. In certain areas of the country that have very sandy 
soil, the surfaces will last longer. In areas where there is a high 
degree of clay in the soil, clogging can occur rather quickly. In 
fact, installation of porous surfaces in areas of high clay content 
may not be practical.

Since all surfaces can be plugged by non-attentive behavior, 
the first step to retaining the porous nature of the surfaces 
should be to install signs to inform the casual passersby that 
the surface is indeed porous and that certain activities such as 
depositing landscape material should be avoided.



HOW DO YOU CHOOSE 
WHICH SWEEPER IS 
RIGHT FOR THE JOB?

Prior to cleaning the surfaces, an understanding of the mechanics of street sweepers is in order to get 
the most effective use of the equipment and prevent further clogging of the surfaces. Street sweepers 
and their effects on porous surfaces can be divided into three main groups:

Mechanical Broom • Regenerative Air • Vacuum

The silt that plugs both types of surfaces is generally carried there by 
water. In a damp condition, the silt swells and has a sticky texture to it. In 
order to clean the silt out of the pavement, best results are obtained when 
it’s dry enough for the silt to contract and release its grip on the surround-
ing material. An alternative is to add large amounts of water such that the 
ratio of water to dirt is very large and use a vacuum sweeper. It is difficult to 
create this situation outside of a heavy rainstorm.

A problem using any of the sweepers mentioned is that they are designed 
to dampen the surface with a water spray to reduce airborne dust as well 
as dust and material that is carried through the two types of air sweepers 
(vacuum and regenerative air). An alternative on the regenerative and 
vacuum sweepers is to preload the hoppers with a few hundred gallons 
of water. The water in the hopper effectively eliminates carryover dust 
through the vacuum fan of either type of sweeper. 

USE OF WATER FOR 
CLEANING



MECHANICAL 
BROOM

Broom sweepers are the most common 
type of sweeper in the U.S. and account 
for about 60%- 70% of the sweeper popu-
lation. They rely on metal wire side brooms 
that dislodge material from the gutter 
and move it to a cylindrical main broom 
that lifts the material on to a conveyor or 
squeegee for loading into a debris hop-
per. They are good at dealing with large 
amounts of debris ranging in size from fine 
particles to large bulky objects. This  
range of sweeping flexibility is why this 
style of sweeper is so widely used. How-
ever, this type of sweeping mechanism 
is not capable of removing silt from the 
pores of the surface, and in fact, may ac-
tually leave silt in the pores and contribute 
to clogging. If a porous surface is covered 
with soil it should be understood that 
using a broom sweeper to clean it will not 
restore the percolation of that surface, but 
may be a good first required step in the 
permeability restoration process.

PURE 
VACUUM

The pure vacuum sweeper is the most 
popular type of sweeper in Europe 
but the least populous in the U.S. It ac-
counts for approximately 5% of the U.S. 
market. The Elgin Whirlwind is the most 
common pure vacuum sweeper in the 
United States. It can be configured with 
either single or dual vacuum nozzles, 
side brooms and a transverse “wind-
row” broom that moves debris into the 
path of the 3’ wide vacuum nozzles. 
The sweeper operates like a giant vac-
uum cleaner where debris is vacuumed 
off the surface and deposited into the 
debris hopper. The main advantage of 
the pure vacuum sweeper for use on 
porous pavements is the high vacuum 
level they can create. Most porous 
pavements and many interlocking block 
surfaces require this degree of vacuum 
to restore infiltration of a clogged area.
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REGENERATIVE 
AIR

Regenerative air sweepers account for ap-
proximately 20%-30% of the total sweeper 
population in the United States.  Unlike 
vacuum sweeping, regenerative air sweep-
ing has a closed loop air stream to pick-up 
debris.  The sweeping head forms a seal 
with the surface to be swept.  Air from the 
fan is blasted to the sweeping head and 
forced through a narrow opening called the 
pressure slot or air knife.  This forced air 
stream agitates the sweeping surface forc-
ing debris into the air stream which is then 
carried to the hopper through the suction 
side of the loop.  Typically, a pure vacuum 
sweeper will have more suction power 
than a regenerative air sweeper.  While 
options can be added to a regenerative air 
sweeper that will allow it to perform more 
like a vacuum sweeper, such as a Vacu-
um Enhancer, testing has indicated that 
regenerative air sweepers are insufficient 
in restoring a clogged surface.  



A significant amount of interlocking pavers as well as porous sur-
faces are being installed in non-vehicle traffic areas that are not 
accessible for truck sweepers.

Several companies make small litter vacuum sweepers who’s size 
would be acceptable for maintenance cleaning but don’t develop 
adequate vacuum to restore clogged surfaces. If clogging in these 
areas is limited to extremely small areas, a high powered shop 
vacuum might be used to restore the infiltration.

When monitoring block areas, there are two methods to deter-
mine if the surface is infiltrating properly:

1. Observe the area for standing water after a major  
rainstorm event; or

2. Conduct surface infiltration test using a double ring  
infiltrometer.

If the block areas are not trapping sediment in the jointing 
aggregate, infiltration will remain adequate, therefore only re-
quiring annual routine maintenance cleaning of the area. Main-
tenance cleaning of block areas can be accomplished with a 
regenerative air sweeper or a high power vacuum sweeper. 
Both types of sweepers should be operated at low power 
levels to remove the loose surface material without disturbing 
the granular filler.

If designed infiltration is no longer occurring, surface res-
toration will be required. During restoration, the top layer 
of granular material containing the silt plug will have to be 
removed with a high power vacuum sweeper. In most cases, 
the granular material is inexpensive and easily replaced. This 
is not always the situation, so the cost and availability of re-
placement filler needs to be determined ahead of time before 
a complete restoration is attempted.

Monitoring of porous surfaces is similar to the methods used 
to determine the infiltration of paver block areas. If the porous 
surface is demonstrating adequate infiltration, then only 
annual routine maintenance cleaning of the porous surface 
is required. Maintenance cleaning of porous surfaces can be 
accomplished with a regenerative air sweeper or a high power 
vacuum sweeper. As previously mentioned; when operating a 
regenerative sweeper in full regenerative mode, care has to 
be taken to prevent depositing fine silt back into the pores of 
the surface with the air blast.

If designed infiltration is no longer occurring, surface resto-
ration will be required. During restoration, the top layer of 
sand, silt or clay will need to be removed using a high power 
vacuum sweeper in order to restore proper infiltration.

All permeable surfaces can remain unclogged if annual routine 
maintenance using either a regenerative air or high power 
vacuum sweeper is properly conducted. In the event that such 
maintenance is neglected, proper restoration of the surface 
is necessary and requires the use of a high power vacuum 
sweeper.

CLEANING 
NON-TRAFFIC AREAS

INTERLOCKING

PAVER BLOCKS POROUS 
SURFACES

Adequate measurements of 
infiltration can be obtained with a 
single ring infiltrometer.

A double ring infiltrometer that is 
recognized by the EPA

MEASUREMENTS
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Both methods will provide a good indication of the condition of the surfaces. In general, most new surfaces have an infiltration rate 
that exceeds the requirement for a one hundred year storm. Therefore, absolute accuracy may be more than is needed to establish 
the need to restore a surface.



POROUS 
SURFACES

CASE STUDY - 
COST ESTIMATE 
CITY OF DENVER

Testing conducted at City of Denver – The 
Lakewood Maintenance Facility Using the 
Elgin Megawind, a pure vacuum sweeper, to 
establish a baseline cost per square foot to 
maintain and restore permeable pavement.

The research indicates the below cost  
estimates:

• Maintenance = 19¢ per square foot
• Restoration = 75¢ per square foot

A common question relating to porous pavements is  
“How do I care for it in the winter?”

Recent testing has resulted in a few recommendations

•  Don’t apply traction material.

•  If salt has to be applied, use a liquid material that’s been 
filtered. Common de-icing salt has up to 10% dirt content in 
it that will plug the surfaces.

•  Don’t plow snow into piles on the surfaces. The piles will 
contain greater than average dirt that will plug the area it’ 
piled on. Move the snow off the surface if possible.

WINTER 
MAINTENANCE 



To the casual observer; the infiltration of a permeable surface is 
unknown until the surface becomes impaired and the flow rate 
is visibly noticeable when it approaches zero. At this time the 
customer decides it’s time to do some maintenance, using a low 
vacuum regenerative air sweeper, and because they get some 
minor degree of cleaning they think they’re successful. What 
they don’t realize or openly admit is that they’ll have to clean 
the same surface afterwards in very short period of time. In the 
event of “Normal” usage of a permeable surface, with no mainte-
nance until the surface is noticeably plugged, a low vacuum re-
generative cleaner or pressure washer was used. The immediate 
“visible” result illustrates some degree of permeability has been 
restored, but the absolute value will generally decrease until the 
low vacuum regenerative cleaner is inadequate.

In the event of “Normal” usage of a porous surface or interlock-
ing paver block area, with no maintenance until the surface is no-
ticeably plugged, a high power vacuum sweeper can be used to 
restore the permeability of the surface back to proper infiltration.

Doing routine, bi-annual cleaning with a regenerative air sweep-
er or high power vacuum sweeper is a practical approach to 
maintenance a permeable surface. By not allowing the surface to 
degrade before maintenance cleaning, the full capacity should 
be retained. 

The progress towards urban adoption of this BMP approved pav-
ing technology and the recognition of the benefits of permeable 
pavement continues to increase domestically over a three-year 
trend. Although recognition of permeable pavement benefits are 
growing, and the integration into urban environments is becom-
ing more common place, there are still challenges to overcome 
before the benefits of permeable pavement will outweigh the 
cost of its construction. Permeable pavement is a growing 

market; independent testing supports that both a regenerative 
air and high power vacuum sweepers can be used as a prac-
tical means to maintenance this pavement technology, as well 
as using high power vacuum sweepers for restoration projects. 
Communicating and establishing these practices is crucial to the 
future growth and market adoption of this BMP approved paving 
technology.

MAINTENANCE AND RESTORATION  
CLEANING

SUMMARY
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